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The Oxford Handbook of Transnational Feminist
Movements 2015-02-25

the american welfare state has long been a source of political contention and
academic debate this oxford handbook pulls together much of our current
knowledge about the origins development functions and challenges of american
social policy after the introduction the first substantive part of the
handbook offers an historical overview of u s social policy from the colonial
era to the present this is followed by a set of chapters on different
theoretical perspectives available for understanding and explaining the
development of u s social policy the three following parts of the volume
focus on concrete social programs for the elderly the poor and near poor the
disabled and workers and families policy areas covered include health care
pensions food assistance housing unemployment benefits disability benefits
workers compensation family support and programs for soldiers and veterans
the final part of the book focuses on some of the consequences of the u s
welfare state for poverty inequality and citizenship many of the chapters
comprising this handbook emphasize the disjointed patterns of policy making
inherent to u s policymaking and the public private mix of social provision
in which the government helps certain groups of citizens directly e g social
insurance or indirectly e g tax expenditures regulations the contributing
authors are experts from political science sociology history economics and
other social sciences

The Oxford Handbook of Transnational Feminist
Movements 2015-03-25

the oxford handbook of transnational feminist movements explores the
historical political economic and social contexts in which transnational
feminist movements have emerged and spread and the contributions they have
made to global knowledge power and social change over the past half century
the publication of the handbook in 2015 marks the fortieth anniversary of the
united nations international women s year the thirtieth anniversary of the
third world conference on women held in nairobi the twentieth anniversary of
the beijing declaration and platform for action and the fifteenth
anniversaries of the millennium development goals and of un security council
resolution 1325 on women peace and security the editors and contributors
critically interrogate transnational feminist movements from a broad spectrum
of locations in the global south and north feminist organizations and
networks at all levels local national regional global and glocal wider civil
society organizations and networks governmental and multilateral agencies and
academic and research institutions among others the handbook reflects
candidly on what we have learned about transnational feminist movements what
are the different spaces from which transnational feminisms have operated and
in what ways how have they contributed to our understanding of the myriad
formal and informal ways in which gendered power relations define and inform
everyday life to what extent have they destabilized or transformed the global
hegemonic systems that constitute patriarchy from a position of fifty years
of knowledge production activism working with institutions and critical
reflection the handbook recognizes that transnational feminist movements form
a key epistemic community that can inspire and provide leadership in shaping
political spaces and institutions at all levels and transforming
international political economy development and peace processes the handbook
is organized into ten sections each beginning with an introduction by the
editors the sections explore the main themes that have emerged from
transnational feminist movements knowledge theory and praxis organizing for
change body politics health and well being human rights and human security



economic and social justice citizenship and statebuilding militarism and
religious fundamentalisms peace movements unscr 1325 and postconflict
rebuilding feminist political ecology and digital age transformations and
future trajectories

Purchasing and Supply Chain Management 2014-10-24

this is the ground breaking new book for aspiring purchasing and supply chain
leaders and anyone with a keen interest in this rapidly evolving field for
too long business has focused on short term cost advantages through low cost
country sourcing with little regard for the longer term implications of
global sustainability as the first book to fully address the environmental
social and economic challenges of how companies manage purchasing and supply
chains it aims to inspire the development of current and future purchasing
and supply chain leaders in addition to explaining the basic principles and
processes of both purchasing and supply chain management the book evaluates
how to develop strategic and sustainable purchasing and supply chain
management a key message is that purchasing and supply chain management needs
to focus on value creation rather than cost cutting this requires the
development of completely new purchasing and supply chain models that involve
closed loop supply structures supply chain transparency and collaboration
with new stakeholders in traditional sourcing and supply chain processes
aimed at students educators and practitioners the book integrates
sustainability into each chapter as a core element of purchasing and supply
chain management incorporating case studies from industry into each chapter
the book strikes a balance between theoretical frameworks and guidelines for
implementation in practice

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Nonlinear Narrative
Films 2014-12-02

the authors present an overview of private development aid in belgium denmark
finland france ireland italy the netherlands spain and the eu as a whole they
illustrate how private aid organisations receive support as well as the
relations they have with their respective governments

Private Development Aid in Europe 2015

big history is a new field on a grand scale it tells the story of the
universe over time through a diverse range of disciplines that spans
cosmology physics chemistry astronomy geology evolutionary biology
anthropology and archaeology thereby reconciling traditional human history
with environmental geography and natural history weaving the myriad threads
of evidence based human knowledge into a master narrative that stretches from
the beginning of the universe to the present the big history framework helps
students make sense of their studies in all disciplines by illuminating the
structures that underlie the universe and the connections among them teaching
big history is a powerful analytic and pedagogical resource and serves as a
comprehensive guide for teaching big history as well for sharing ideas about
the subject and planning a curriculum around it readers are also given
helpful advice about the administrative and organizational challenges of
instituting a general education program constructed around big history the
book includes teaching materials examples and detailed sample exercises this
book is also an engaging first hand account of how a group of professors
built an entire big history general education curriculum for first year
students demonstrating how this thoughtful integration of disciplines
exemplifies liberal education at its best and illustrating how teaching and



learning this incredible story can be transformative for professors and
students alike

Teaching Big History 2019-10-25

professional negligence cases are a minefield and clinical negligence cases
are no exception providing invaluable advice from the leading experts in the
field for each stage in a claim for clinical negligence full analysis of the
relevant governing procedures and principles is provided plus issues of
funding and costs including complaints procedures and procedures in the court
of protection as well as the interplay with human rights and the role of
expert witnesses the eighth edition ensures that practitioners maintain a
progressive edge by providing useful precedents such as the latest model
directions instructions for experts and draft agendas for experts it contains
a new chapter on product liability and a separate welsh chapter it also
includes coverage of the more than 250 reported cases concerning clinical
negligence since the last edition this includes 2 in the supreme court 36 in
the court of appeal civil division 226 in the queen s bench division 20 in
the county courts these cases cover a wide range of subjects from causation
and breach of duty through to specifics relating to life expectancy and
wrongful birth an invaluable resource for all those involved in clinical
negligence cases including personal injury and medical law solicitors
barristers and the judiciary medical doctors and legal advisors in nhs trusts
will also find this a helpful guide this is a first class book which provides
a scholarly account of clinical negligence law journal of professional
negligence review of a previous edition

Lewis and Buchan: Clinical Negligence – A Practical
Guide 2014-04-17

prominent privacy law experts regulators and academics examine contemporary
legal approaches to privacy from a comparative perspective

Emerging Challenges in Privacy Law 2023-08-30
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共産主義とマルクス・レーニン主義の歴史：その始まりから衰退まで 2014-03-19

this book contains information about the physical processes of the formation
and forecasting of adverse meteorological phenomena in the tropical region
this information includes firstly the theorical foundations of physical
processes and secondly a guide to short range weather forecasting moreover
the book presents practical methods of short term weather forecasting in
northeast brazil using synoptic and thermodynamic analysis satellite data and
numerical models this book can be used for student education for
undergraduate graduate and postgraduate students of meteorology operational
weather forecasting in the tropical region by professionals in meteorology
such as professors researchers and operational meteorologists verification of
forecasting methods for other tropical regions and development of automatic
methods for short term weather forecasting of such phenomena as heavy and
light rain thunderstorms low visibility haze and fog



Adverse Meteorological Phenomena in Northeast
Brazil 2022-01-27

nasa s mercury astronauts were seven highly skilled professional test pilots
each of them seemed to possess the strength of character and commitment
necessary to overcome apparently insurmountable obstacles as the united
states entered into a cold war space race with the soviet union this was
never more evident than on the epic suborbital mr 4 flight of liberty bell 7
with astronaut virgil gus grissom piloting the spacecraft to a successful
splashdown followed by the premature blowing of the craft s explosive hatch
after a hurried exit and struggling to stay afloat he could only watch
helplessly as the recovery helicopter pilot valiantly fought a losing battle
to save the sinking capsule that day nasa not only lost a spacecraft but came
perilously close to losing one of its mercury astronauts a decorated korean
fighter pilot from indiana who might one day have soared to the highest goal
of them all as the first person to set foot on the moon for the first time
many of those closest to the flight of liberty bell 7 and astronaut gus
grissom offer their stories and opinions on the dramatic events of july 21
1961 and his later pioneering gemini mission they also tell of an often
controversial life cut tragically and horrifically short in a launch pad fire
that shocked the nation

Liberty Bell 7 2018-03-28
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超流動 2014-06-05

mobile money e commerce cash cards retail credit cards and more as new
monetary technologies become increasingly available the global south has
cautiously embraced these mediums as a potential solution to the issue of
financial inclusion how if at all do new forms of dematerialized money impact
people s everyday financial lives in what way do technologies interact with
financial repertoires and other socio cultural institutions how do these
technologies of financial inclusion shape the global politics and geographies
of difference and inequality these questions are at the heart of money at the
margins a groundbreaking exploration of the uses and socio cultural impact of
new forms of money and financial services

Money at the Margins 2016-03-17

the united states and 11 other countries from both sides of the pacific are
currently negotiating the trans pacific partnership tpp the agreement is
expected to set new benchmark for international trade through its
comprehensive coverage of issues and binding regulations it is expected to
eventually mature into a regional trade agreement covering the entire asia
pacific as of now it does not include china and india the two largest
emerging markets and regional economies the tpp has generated controversy for
its excessive emphasis on trade issues which have remained unresolved or
unaddressed at the wto due to differences between developed and emerging
markets it has also been criticized for adopting a negotiating style



reflecting the us regulatory approach to international trade and also as a
geo political strategy of the us for supporting its strategic rebalancing
towards asia from both economic and geo political perspectives the tpp has
various significant implications for china and india that are examined in the
book this book sheds light on how china and india s entries in the tpp are
mutually beneficial and how both countries can gain from the tpp by gaining
preferential access to large markets and using it as an opportunity for
introducing more outward oriented reforms the book also cautions that us must
reconcile to the rebalancing of economic power within the grouping that will
occur following the entries of china and india otherwise the tpp and china
and india might walk divergent paths and trade and regional integration in
asia pacific may not ever converge this book will interest anyone who wishes
to learn more about the tpp and its future implications and challenges and
china and india s roles in global and regional trade

The Trans Pacific Partnership, China and India
2021-01-01

the essays presented in this volume examine knowledge mobilisation and its
relation to research impact and engagement the social sciences matter because
they can help us to understand and address the complex challenges confronting
society this is particularly true in an era of significant downward pressure
on public expenditure a consequence of the global fiscal crisis when there is
a striking need to ensure that policies are demonstrably effective and
efficient the impact agenda in the uk reflected in parallel global debates
actively encourages the social sciences to make and demonstrate a difference
to justify and protect social science funding this volume shows how knowledge
mobilisation can be thought of systematically as a process encompassing
engagement leading to the co production and channelling of knowledge to make
a difference in the economy and society this book was originally published as
a special issue of contemporary social science

Knowledge Mobilisation and Social Sciences
2017-10-02

this insightful book discusses how policymakers define migrant workers status
and rights at international and national levels assessing the evolution of
the language of rights for migrant workers in international law definition of
migrant workers in turkish legislation key political and economic factors on
turkish migration policies protection mechanisms that safeguard migrant
workers rights it critically examines the policymaking processes at
international regional and national levels and evaluates the impact of the
values such as universal or ethnocentric values on the definitions of status
and rights of migrant workers the chapters evaluate the status and rights of
migrant workers through the lens of cosmopolitan moral constructivism and
examine the law making procedures and illustrate the dynamism of these
processes with the inclusion of various conditions and actors the book
dissects the key universal and national values that impact on rights of
migrant workers this timely book challenges the rising right wing
ethnocentric policy approaches to labour migration to migrant workers rights
and problematises the existing legal definitions within migration policies
that place the rights of migrant workers into a precarious policy sphere by
entering the controversial political debate for labour migration and the
policy making realm this book is ideal for scholars and researchers of
political science international relations and social policy particularly
those focusing on international labour migration and migration policies it
will further benefit the policymakers and practitioners working on migration



such as un agencies ngos civil societies and local authorities

Rights of Migrant Workers: An Analysis of Migration
Policies in Contemporary Turkey 2017-07-14
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ヒトの微生物相 2018-07-16

utopias and the environment explores the way in which the kind of dreaming or
re visioning known as the utopian imaginary takes environmental concerns into
account this kind of creative intervention is increasingly important in an
era of ecological crisis as we witness the failure of governments worldwide
to significantly change industrial civilization from a path of business as
usual in this context it is up to the artists in this case authors to imagine
new ways of being that respond to this imperative and immediate global issue
concurrently it is also up to critics readers and thinkers everywhere to
appraise these narratives of possibility for their complexities and internal
conflicts as well as for their promise as we enter this new era of rapid
change and adaptation because creative and critical thinkers must work
together towards this goal the idea of the critical utopia coined by tom
moylan in response to the fiction of the 1970s is now ingrained in the common
argot and is one of the key ideas discussed in this book this development in
the genre which combines self reflexivity and multiple perspectives within
its dreaming represents the postmodern spirit in its most regenerative aspect
this book is testament to such hopes and potential realities this book was
originally published as a special issue of green letters

Utopias and the Environment 2018-10-26

from the olympic games to community level competitions sports events can be
complex and pose a particular set of managerial challenges the routledge
handbook of sports event management surveys the management of sports events
around the world of every size and scale from small to mega events including
one off and recurring events and single sport and multi sport events the book
adopts a unique stakeholder perspective structured around the groups and
individuals who have an interest in and co create sports events including
organising committees promoters sport organisations spectators community
groups sponsors host governments the media and ngos each chapter addresses a
specific stakeholder defines that stakeholder and its relationships with
sports events describes the managerial requirements for a successful event
assesses current research and directions for future research and outlines the
normative dimensions of stakeholder engagement such as sustainability and
legacy no other book takes such a broad view of sports event management
surveying key theory current research best practice and moral and ethical
considerations in one volume with contributions from leading sport and event
scholars from around the world the routledge handbook of sports event
management is essential reading for any advanced student researcher or



professional with an interest in sport management sport development sport
policy or events

Routledge Handbook of Sports Event Management
2016-01-08

the international crimes tribunal in bangladesh was established in 2010 with
the aim of bringing to trial perpetrators of crimes committed during the
liberation war in 1971 through which the country seceded from pakistan the
international crimes tribunal is a domestic tribunal based on the
international crimes tribunals act from 1973 and the rules of procedure
enacted by the tribunal itself the initiation of these trials almost 40 years
after the war entails several challenges the publication examines to what
extent the tribunal s legal framework as well as its jurisprudence comply
with international standards as established in international treaties
customary international law and in the jurisprudence of international
criminal law to this end the substantive law and its interpretation as well
as the procedural standards applied at these trials are examined thoroughly
at the same time the analysis takes into account the political environment
surrounding the tribunal s work and assesses its impact on the country s
process of coming to terms with the past

The International Crimes Tribunal in Bangladesh
2014-05-07

for too long business has focused on short term cost advantages through low
cost country sourcing with little regard for the longer term implications of
global sustainability purchasing and supply chain management second edition
not only fully addresses the environmental social and economic challenges of
how companies manage purchasing and supply chains but also delves deeper into
emerging areas such as modern slavery digital technologies and circular
supply chains in addition to explaining the basic principles and processes of
both purchasing and supply chain management the book evaluates how to develop
strategic and sustainable purchasing and supply chain management our key
message is that purchasing and supply chain management needs to focus on
value creation rather than cost cutting this requires the development of new
purchasing and supply chain models that involve circular supply structures
supply chain transparency and collaboration with new stakeholders in
traditional sourcing and supply chain settings aimed at students educators
and practitioners the book integrates sustainability into each chapter as a
core element of purchasing and supply chain management this second edition
incorporates new examples and case studies from industry throughout striking
a balance between theoretical frameworks and guidelines for implementation in
practice

Purchasing and Supply Chain Management 2014-06-30

community based research has recently gained attention within the sport and
exercise sciences when seeking to understand community based research
methodologies one finds a diversity of approaches spanning a breadth of
ontological views and equally diverse methodological approaches though little
is known about community based sport exercise and physical activity research
these foci are beginning to gain scholarly attention in part through the
emerging sport for development and peace literature this book features a
conceptual introduction and eight pioneering examples of community based
research from north american european and oceanic scholars the topic matter
reveals scholarship undertaken in relation to health physical activity youth



sport and elite sport exemplifying work with mainstream and marginalized
populations this book perhaps the first compilation of community based
research relating to sport exercise and health will be of interest to
sociologists of sport sport and exercise psychology scholars sport management
scholars qualitative researchers health scholars and practitioners sport for
development organizations and research ready communities seeking to engage in
localized research projects this book was published as a special issue of
qualitative research in sport exercise and health

Community based research in sport, exercise and
health science 2014-10-06

equips new and experienced educators with the skills required to succeed in
live online learning based on years of experience and research the authors
offer best practice guidelines and practical resources a life saver for
anyone wishing to develop creative innovative teaching methods to provide
great online experiences for their learners

Live Online Learning 2017-09-06

this book examines the need for a paradigm shift in the area of post
secondary education and innovation in the emerging yet relatively
understudied mena region provided by publisher

Handbook of Research on Higher Education in the
MENA Region: Policy and Practice 2015-07-21

this book documents and disseminates experiences from a wide range of
universities across the five continents which showcase how the principles of
sustainable development may be incorporated as part of university programmes
and present transformatory projects and programmes showing how sustainability
can be implemented across disciplines sustainability in a higher education
context is a fast growing field thousands of universities across the world
have signed declarations or have committed themselves to integrate the
principles of sustainable development in their activities teaching research
and extension and many more will follow

Transformative Approaches to Sustainable
Development at Universities 2014

this book sheds new light on contaminant transport in karst aquifers and the
public health implications of contaminated karst groundwater the papers
included were presented at a conference held in early 2016 in san juan puerto
rico and range from lengthy reviews on contaminant transport mechanisms to
short articles summarizing research findings the conference addressed a
variety of topics such as contamination sources the hydrogeology of
contaminant transport the storage and release of contaminants and the health
impacts as well as the epidemiology of contaminated water supplies drawn from
karst aquifers and gathered perspectives from experts in different
disciplines including hydrogeologists and public health specialists although
there is a wealth of literature on specific instances of karst groundwater
contamination this book offers an integrated conceptual framework for the
public health impacts of karst groundwater making it a valuable resource for
a broad interdisciplinary readership



Focus On: 100 Most Popular Actresses in Hindi
Cinema 2014-09-24

promoting democracy has long been a priority of western foreign policy in
practice however international attempts to expand representative forms of
government have been inconsistent and are often perceived in the west to have
been failures the states

Karst Groundwater Contamination and Public Health
2014
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Democracy in Central Asia 2014-09-11

since 1995 freedom house s nations in transit series has monitored the status
of democratic change from central europe to eurasia pinpointing the region s
greatest reform opportunities and challenges for the benefit of policymakers
researchers journalists and democracy advocates alike covering twenty nine
countries nations in transit provides comparative ratings and in depth
analysis of electoral process civil society independent media national and
local democratic governance judicial framework and corruption nations in
transit 2014 evaluates developments in these areas from january 1 to december
31 2013

世界の共産主義の変種：スターリン主義、毛沢東主義、ユーロコミュニズム 2014-09-08

the rise of asia and the dynamics of asian economic development have impacted
global trade relationships and regional cooperation tremendously while the
wto integrating national economies into global trade regulations has further
liberalized trade relationships between developed and developing nations and
amongst the emerging economies in particular in asia proliferation of free
trade agreements in asia has raised growing concerns regarding the
fragmentation of the world economic order world renowned experts have here
answered a variety of trade related issues ranging from china s free trade
agreements in its neighbourhood the tripartite relationship between china
japan and korea the trans pacific economic partnership the south asian
association for regional cooperation as well human rights and environmental
implications of free trade agreements contributors are jean marc f blanchard
jianfu chen won mog choi ming du henry gao liyu han jiaxiang hu robert irish
tomoko ishikawa md rizwanul islam kwangkug kim qingjiang kong yong shik lee
wei liang kuei jung ni delei peng yasuhei taniguchi kim van der borght
matthias vanhullebusch and richard n watanabe shengxing yu

Military Review 2015-07-03

while women have long been featured in leading roles in film and television
the intellectual depictions of female characters in these mediums are out of
line with reality women continue to be marginalized for their choices



overshadowed by men and judged by their bodies in fact the intelligence of
women is rarely the focus of television or film narratives and on the rare
occasion when smart women are showcased their portrayals are undermined by
socially awkward behavior or their intimate relationships are doomed to
perpetual failure while hollywood claims to offer a different more evolved
look at women these movies and shows often just repackage old character types
that still downplay the intelligence and savvy of women in smart chicks on
screen representing women s intellect in film and television laura mattoon d
amore brings together an impressive array of scholarship that interrogates
the portrayal of females on television and in movies among the questions that
the volume seeks to answer are in what ways are women in film and television
limited or ostracized by their intelligence how do female roles reinforce
standards of beauty submissiveness and silence over intellect problem solving
and leadership are there women in film and television who are intelligent
without also being objectified the thirteen essays by international
interdisciplinary scholars offer a wide range of perspectives examining the
connections and disconnections between beauty and brains in film and
television smart chicks on screen will be of interest to scholars not only of
film and television but of women s studies reception studies and cultural
history as well

Nations in Transit 2014 2023-08-21

this fourteenth volume of india s national security annual review intensively
analyses india s national security with respect to the changing internal and
external dynamics in the global environment the situation is characterised by
rising tensions between united states and russia intensified rivalry between
united states us and china and increasing cooperation between china and
russia for india which seeks peaceful growth to emerge as a major power this
poses severe diplomatic challenges this volume discusses the complexity of
these challenges and the deftness with which india gets the best out of its
strategic partnerships with the us and russia while warding off the
transgressions of a mighty adversary like china it also studies the impact of
internal convulsions and external intrusions on india s security from south
asian nations such as afghanistan bangladesh nepal and sri lanka examining
the field of internal security the essays carry rare insights into the causes
of expansion of naxalite violence in tribal areas and the dynamics of
conflict resolution in the northeast as well as india s deep concern as a
growing power with its economic slowdown in the recent past and energy and
cyber security bringing together contributions from eminent scholars and
diplomats the volume will be indispensable for policymakers government think
tanks defence and strategic studies experts as well as students and
researchers of international relations foreign policy and political science

Professional Journal of the United States Army
2020-06-19

this is the first book to focus on international efforts to address syrian
chemical weapons issues in an international law context it provides an
overview of the process of control over syrian compliance non compliance with
international obligations including the keys to success in eliminating syria
s stockpiles and reasons for difficulties in handling multiple uses of toxic
chemicals as weapons in domestic armed conflicts it also addresses collective
and unilateral sanctions against syria outside of international institutional
frameworks and their implications for subsequent cases supported by extensive
analyses of developments within the opcw executive council and the un
security council this book is recommended for readers seeking insight about
chemical weapons issues and dynamism of international law



Regional Cooperation and Free Trade Agreements in
Asia 2016-08-19

this book is the assembly of various texts that are freely available on the
web especially from wikipedia the next obvious question is why buy this book
the answer because it means you avoid having to carry out long and tedious
internet searches 13 different topics grouped in one book the topics are all
linked to each other organically and as a function of the subject and in most
cases contain additional unpublished topics not found on the web moreover the
inclusion of images completes the work so as to make it unique and
unrepeatable over 100 poster and film scenes in addition each film is linked
to youtube and in most cases the films are viewed in full movie contents of
the book the hammer films on dracula hammer film productions hammer before
horror early history 1935 1937 revival 1938 1955 the birth of hammer horror
1955 1959 dracula dracula 1958 film after dracula 1958 film the brides of
dracula 1960 dracula prince of darkness 1966 dracula has risen from the grave
1968 taste the blood of dracula 1970 scars of dracula 1970 dracula a d 1972
1972 the satanic rites of dracula 1973 the legend of the 7 golden vampires
1974 hammer horror contributors directors and writers other personnel actors
key horror films the curse of frankenstein the mummy sequels frankenstein
dracula the mummy other films horror films vampire films psychological
thrillers non horror films references on hammer productions bibliography
hammer filmography 1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s revival 2008 selected
shorter works

Smart Chicks on Screen 2017-07-14

this edited volume adds to the literature on myanmar and its borders by
drawing attention to the significance of geography history politics and
society in the construction of the border regions and the country first it
alerts us to the fact that the border regions are situated in the mountainous
and maritime domains of the country highlighting the commonalities that arise
from shared geography second the book foregrounds socio spatio practices
economic intimate spiritual virtual of border and boundary making in their
local context this demonstrates how state defined notions of territory
borders and identity are enacted or challenged third despite sharing common
features myanmar s borderscapes also possess unique configurations of ethnic
political and economic attributes producing social formations and figured
worlds that are more cohesive or militant in some border areas than in others
understanding and comparing these social practices and their corresponding
life worlds allows us to re examine the connections from the borderlands back
to the hinterland and to consider the value of border and boundary studies in
problematizing and conceptualizing recent changes in myanmar this ambitious
project combines sophisticated theorization of boundary making as a form of
social practice and empirical studies of myanmar s heterogeneous borderlands
both land and sea seeing the country from its edges opens up a provocative
and altogether novel vision of the contestations joining diverse peripheries
and centre this volume brings together the leading scholars of the country in
a collection that is a must have for anyone interested in contemporary
myanmar border studies and southeast asia itty abraham head department of
southeast asian studies national university of singapore nus this is the
first book to attempt to bring together such a diverse range of myanmar s
land and maritime border regions for comparison in doing so it highlights the
diversity of the country s demographic social economic and political make up
when viewed from the margins rather than the centre it reveals how these
border regions help to constitute the nation and how they shape what modern
myanmar is today they also give strong indicators of what it might become
this is an essential read for anyone in the social sciences interested in



borderlands as well as those requiring a broader understanding of the
challenges facing the contemporary myanmar government as it attempts to usher
in social and political cohesion following decades of conflict mandy sadan
reader in the history of south east asia school of oriental african studies
soas

India's National Security 2016-05-13

in the wake of the 1987 brundtland report sustainable development has become
key to the management systems within businesses and a means by which
companies can increase their long term value being a sustainable company
increasingly means staying alive in business and has become a necessity for
all kinds of enterprises from the micro sized to global corporations in more
recent years many companies and indeed governments have looked at
sustainability as a means to combat the multiple challenges of environmental
accidents global warming resource depletion energy poverty and pollution
however being sustainable or maintaining sustainability is not an easy task
for a company s management function it needs continuous support and
engagement from the board the executive management staff and other
stakeholders alike additionally it brings extra costs to the company in terms
of hiring trained staff organising continuous training in the company
publishing sustainability reports and subscribing to a rating system
sustainability must be nourished by a company s board as well as by all of
its departments such as accounting marketing and human resources by the same
token it is not enough for a company simply to declare itself a sustainable
business or rely on past measures and reputation sustainability is an ongoing
activity and one which has to be proved by periodically disclosing
sustainability reports according to international rating systems in
sustainability and management an international perspective kıymet Çalıyurt
and Ülkü yüksel bring together international authors from a variety of
specialisations to discuss the development aspects problems roadmap trends
and disclosure systems for sustainability in management the result is a
lively insightful exposition of the field

Syrian Chemical Weapons and International Law

in the world of law enforcement art and antiquity crime has in the past
usually assumed a place of low interest and priority that situation has now
slowly begun to change on both the local and international level as criminals
encouraged in part by the record sums now being paid for art treasures are
now seeking to exploit the art market more systematically by means of theft
fraud and looting in this collection academics and practitioners from
australasia europe and north america combine to examine the challenges
presented to the criminal justice system by these developments best practice
methods of detecting investigating prosecuting and preventing such crimes are
explored this book will be of interest and use to academics and practitioners
alike in the areas of law crime and justice

The Hammer Films on Dracula

Myanmar’s Mountain and Maritime Borderscapes

Sustainability and Management



Contemporary Perspectives on the Detection,
Investigation and Prosecution of Art Crime
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